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l. INTRODUCTION 
The reduction of one combinatorial decision problem PI to another P2 can be 
achieved by constructing an effective map r : Pa --~ P2 such that each problem p in 
/'1 is reducible to the corresponding problem r in P2 (el. [4]). Judicious choice of ~b 
can sometimes ensure that p ~,~ r If, in addition, all the problems in P2, are 
cylinders [2] then p 41 r so that the reduction of P1 to P2 is best possible. This is 
because any cylinder has maximum one-one degree within its many-one degree--two 
cylinders which are many-one equivalent are actually one-one equivalent. The 
primary aim of this paper is, therefore, to identify some combinatorial problems which 
are always cylinders. 
Our investigation is effected by considering those functions on the natural numbers 
whose values are finite sets of natural numbers--system functions--which possess 
certain formal properties incommon with those arising naturally from G6del numbering 
of many kinds of combinatorial system. This approach also enables us to construct 
system functions with noncylindrical problems--a matter eserved for a later paper. 
Many aspects of combinatorial systems (partial propositional calculi, Markov 
algorithms emi-Thue systems, etc.) are comprehended in Tarski's definition of 
deductive systems [5]. Accordingly we first expound a general method of recognizing 
cylindrical combinatorial problems of deductive systems and then apply it to system 
functions. 
For an explanation of the concepts of recursive-function theory as used in this paper 
the reader is referred to [2]; the notion of a cylinder, which is central to our discussion, 
and its elementary properties are presented on p. 89. 
The idea of using system functions in the theory of combinatorial systems is due to 
W. E. Singletary. The points in the ensuing development a which I am indebted to 
him are too numerous to mention. 
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2. DEDUCTIVE SYSTEMS 
Using the notation P(X) for the collection of subsets of a set X, and P,o(X) for the 
collection of finite subsets of X, Tarski's definition of deductive system can be 
expressed as follows (see [5]). Let S be a set, C a mapping of P(S) into P(S). (If w is a 
number "Cw" will be short for "C({w}).") Then the structure (S, C) is a deductive 
system if 
D1. ~<~o,  
D2. XCS ~ XCC(X)CS,  
D3. X C_ S :> C(C(X)) = C(X), 
D4. XC_S => C(X) = U{C(Y); YeP~(X)}. 
To capture some of the effective features of actual deductive systems we note that 
usually the set S in a deductive system is an infinite set of formulas. The standard 
procedure of G6del numbering yields an effective one-one map, g, of S onto N with 
the property that the natural combinatorial operations on S induce via g recursive 
operations on N. Therefore there is no loss of generality in assuming 
D5. S=N,  
and, further, that C is recursive in the following sense: 
D6. there exists a recursive function m such that 
(where, as in [2], D~ is the finite set of natural numbers with canonical index z and 
W~ is the e-th recursively enumerable set). 
As a typical deductive system consider a semi-Thue system S. For any set X of 
words on the alphabet of S, C(X) consists of X together with all words derivable from 
X by the productions of S. Given any finite set D~ of words it can be decided whether 
there exists a word not in D~ which is directly derivable from Dz 9 Clearly C(Dz) C D~ 
if and only if every word directly derivable from D, is actually in D, .  Thus it can be 
decided whether C(D~) C D~. It is easy to verify that 
C(Dw) = D~ ~ C(D~) • D w C D~. 
Hence the relation 
D7. F(w, z) <:> C(Dw) = D~ 
is recursive. Accordingly we define a computable deductive system to be a structure 
(S, C) satisfying D1-D7. 
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Two classes of deductive system can be distinguished by the conditions 
D8. x,y,  zeS .& .x ,  yeCz  ~ xeCy .V .yeCx;  
D9. x, yeS .&.xeCy  ~ yeCx .  
A deductive system satisfying D8 is said to be deterministic. Amongst he deter- 
ministic deductive systems are Turing machines, Markov algorithms, etc. A deductive 
system satisfying D9 is said to be symmetric. Symmetric deductive systems include 
Thue systems; for systems of this type one can define simply a class of problems which 
are always cylinders or recursive (Corollary 2). 
Our main theorem is 
THEOREM 1. Let <S, C> be a computable deductive system and V(x 1 ..... x~) a 
recursive predicate, where xi = (xai,..., x,i). Define 
(W 1 ,..., ZOrn) 6 P 4;~ (ExI 6 OWl)... (EXm 6 CWm)V(x I ..... Xm). (I) 
Then P is a recursively enumerable, nonsimple set. If, further, 
(wl ..... win) e P .&. y,  e Cw~ .& ... &. Ym e Cw,~. =~ (y~ ,..., ym) e P (2) 
then P is either finite, cofinite or a cylinder. 
Proof. We write the proof for the case m ---- 1 ; a proof for m > 1 is easily obtained 
by making appropriate rivial changes. 
(a) P is recursively enumerable. 
For {w} ---- D 2. (see [2, p. 70]), so by D6 
gO e P ~ (gx  I , . . . ,  Xn)(X 1 ,..., X n e Wmc2w ) ~ V(x  1 , . . . ,  Xn) ). 
As V is recursive and W~e~ ) is recursively enumerable uniformly in w, P is recursively 
enumerable. 
(b) P is nonsimple. 
By D2, k e W.,(2~) 9 Hence there exists a recursive function r which enumerates 
W~Cz~ ) . We can assume that k is the first element in this enumeration. Further, one 
can compute the canonical index of the finite set generated by each stage of the 
enumeration. Thus there exist recursive functions rk(n), c(k, n) such that 
Ck = (r~(O), rk(1),...}, 
rk(O ) -~ k, (3) 
= . . . . .  
Now define 
Then 
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Po- -~ {x; Cx finite & x ~ P). 
P is recursively enumerable. (4) 
For by D6, Cx can be enumerated and by D7, if Cx is finite, this fact can be discovered 
at some stage in the enumeration. At this stage we have only a finite number of tests to 
make in order to decide whether x ~ P. Thus by (3), D6, D7, 
Cx finite ~ (Ek)(Cx = {r~(0) ..... r~(k)}) 
.~  (Ek)(Cx = D~(~,k)) 
(zk)r(2 , c(x, k)). 
Hence x E Po,- "r (Ek)A(x,  k), where 
A(x, k) <:~ F(2 ~, c(x, k)) .&. (x 1 ,..., x ,  ~ D,(~.k))V(x I ..... x,) .  
AsF, V are recursive and D,(~.k) is a finite set, A(x,  k) is recursive, hence (4). 
Suppose now, contrary to the theorem, that P is simple. We deduce that 
Po- = P, (5) 
and hence by (4) that P is recursive. This is a contradiction. 
To establish (5) we first observe that from the definition of Po-, Po- C P. It remains 
then to show that 
/~ _C P,~-. (6) 
Suppose that w ~/5. From (1), (x a ,..., xn ~ Cw)V(x l  ..... xn). Now if u ~ Cw, by 
D3, Cu C Cw. Hence (x 1 ..... x ,  ~ Cu)V(x  1 ..... x,~) and so u E P. Thus Cw C ft. So 
w ~ P =~ Cw C_ P. (7) 
But Cw is reeursively enumerable by D6. As P was assumed to be simple, Cw is finite. 
Thus w e Po~-. This proves (6) and so completes the proof that P is nonsimple. 
Suppose next that (2) holds and that P is neither finite nor eofinite. We show that 
(c) P is a cylinder. 
A convenient criterion for a set to be a cylinder is provided by a lemma due to 
Young [5]. 
57x/6/3-4" 
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LEMMA. A recursively enumerable set A is a cylinder i f  and only i f  there exists a 
recursive function a such that for all x, Wa(x) is infinite and 
x ~ A => Wa(~) C_ A,  
Now P is recursively enumerable; let p be a recursive function enumerating P. P is 
infinite, coinfinite and nonsimple. Hence, P includes an infinite recursively enumerable 
set Q, say; let q be a recursive function enumerating Q. The functions p, q are the 
principle tools for constructing a recursive function g~(n) such that 
x ~ P ~ {g,(0), gx(1),...} _C P, (8.1) 
x e P ~ {g,(0), g~(1),...} _CP, (8.2) 
{g,(0), g,(1),...} is infinite. (8.3) 
Expressions (8.1)-(8.3) and the lemma imply that P is a cylinder. 
Define g by 
( - rx(y ) .if (x I .... , x )V .& .  C(D2~ ) ~ Dc(~.u), 
gx(Y) = lq(Y) if (x I ..... xn)V.&.  C(D~) = Dc(x.v, , 
Ip (y  ) if (Ex 1 ,..., xn)V. 
Do(~.~) is finite. The predicate C(D~) = Dc(~,~) is recursive by D7. Hence G is 
recursive. 
We prove that g satisfies (8.1)-(8.2). There are two cases (A), (B). 
(A) Cx is finite. 
Then by (3) Cx = {rx(0) ..... r~(y)} for some y; let Y0 be the least such y. Then if 
Y >~ Yo, Cx = {r,(0),..., r~(y)}. Thus 
Y >/Yo ~ Cx = C(D2. ) = D,,.v,,  (9.1) 
Y < Yo ~ C(Dz~) if= D~(~.u)" (9.2) 
(a) Suppose x ~ P. Then for y < Yo, g,(Y)  = r , (y)  or p(x). In either case by (2) 
Y < Yo ~ g~(Y) ~ S. (10.1) 
But for y >~Yo, by (8.1), C(O2x ) = D,(x.~), and as xEP ,  (Ex~ ,..., x n ~ D~t~.~))V. 
Hence 
Y ~ Yo ~ gx(Y) = P(Y) ~ S. (10.2) 
From the definition ofp it follows by (10.1), (10.2) that (8.1), (8.3) hold. 
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(b) Suppose x E/3. Then (x 1 .... , xn e D~(~.~,))V for all y. Hence by (9.1), (9.2) 
Y < Yo ~ gx(Y) = r~(y), (11.1) 
Y >~ Yo ~ gx(Y) = q(Y). (11.2) 
But from (7), (11.1), (11.2) and the definition of q, g~(y)~ P for all y. Thus (8.2) 
holds. As q enumerates an infinite set (8.3) follows from (11.2). 
(B) Cx is infinite. 
Then C(Dz, ) ~ D~(~.~) for all y. 
(c) Suppose x e P. Then (Ex 1 ,..., x,  E Dc(~,~))V for some y; let Y0 be the least 
suchy. Then fory < Y0, (Xl ..... x~ ~ D,(,.~))V. So by (2) 
Y < Yo => g.(y) = r~(y) e P; (12.1) 
and fory >~ Yo , (Exl ,'", Xn ~ D~(~.~))V sothat 
Y >~ Yo ~ g.(y) = P(y) ~ P. (12.2) 
Expressions (8.1), (8.3) follow from (12.1), (12.2). 
(d) Suppose x E ~P. Then (x 1 .... , xn ~ D~(~.v))V for all y. Hence gz(y) = r~(y). 
By (7) and the supposition that Cx is infinite, (8.2) and (8.3) are satisfied. 
The proof is now complete. | 
COROLLARY 2. Let (S,  C 5 be a computable symmetric deductive system. Let P be 
defined by (1). Then P is either finite, cofinite or a cylinder. 
Proof. We deduce from D9 that (2) holds. The stated conclusion then follows from 
the theorem. 
Let (w 1 ,..., w,,) ~ P and Yl ~ Cwl .... , Y,, ~ Cwm 9 Then by the definition of P there 
exist elements x/  ~ Cwi , 1 ~ i ~ m, 1 ~ j ~ n, such that V(xl ..... x~). By D5, 
wi e Cyi so by D3 xj ~ ~ Cy~. Thus (Exx e Cyl) "'" (Exm e Cy~)V. Hence by (1) 
(y~ ,..., y,,) ~ P. Thus (2) holds. II 
We remark that Young's lemma can be used directly on numerous combinatorial 
problems that cannot easily be brought within the framework of Theorem 1. 
3. SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 
In many deductive systems the notion of consequence (the function C) comes from 
a notion of "direct derivation" defined by a function. For instance, associated with 
a semi-Thue system S is a functionf such that for each word w on the alphabet of S, 
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f(w) is the set of words directly derivable from w by one application of the productions 
of S. Cw then consists of w together with all words constructed from w by iteration off. 
Moreover, one can effectively find for each w, the finite set of words directly derivable 
from w and also the finite set of words from which w is directly derived. Thusf, f -1 are 
both recursive and for each w, f(w) andf- l(w) are finite. Deductive systems that arise 
in this way from such a function are the object of study in the following sections. 
The following notation and definitions will be employed. 
(1) Let f :  N--+ P(N). 
(i) For Y ~ P(N),f(Y) = 0 {f(Y); Y e Y). Thenf  n is defined by 
f~ = x, 
fm+l(x) = f(fm(x)). 
(ii) f-l(x) = {y; x ~f(y)}. 
(iii) y is directly derivable (by f )  from x i fy  ef(x). A sequence (Y0 ,..., Yn) is an 
f-derivation (of length n) ofyn from Yo if Yi+t is directly derivable from Yi for i -< n. 
y is derivable (by f )  from x if there exists an f-derivation of y from x. This definition 
allows x to be derivable from x. 
(iv) for Y ~P(N), CI(Y ) is the smallest class of numbers including Y and 
closed under f. Thus C1x = U~=ofn(x) and CI(Y ) = U~r Cfx. It is easy to verify 
that (N, C1) satisfies D1-D5 and so is a deductive system. 
(2) A functionf : N--~ P(N) is a system function if there exist recursive functions a, b 
such that for all x f(x) = Da~) , andf- l (x)  = D0(z). 
"~"  denotes the class of system functions. 
The system functions that arise from deterministic combinatorial systems uch as 
Turing machines, Markov algorithms, etc., have the property that for all x, f(x) has at 
most one member. "~I~R" denotes the class of system functions with this property, the 
class of machine functions. 
The productions of a Thue system are reversible, that is, if w 1 is directly derivable 
from w 2 in the Thue system T, then wa is directly derivable from w I in T. Accordingly 
we define a Thuefunction to be a system function f such that f  = f-1. ,,X,, denotes the 
class of Thue functions. 
The connection between system functions and deductive systems is given in 
LEMMA 3. Let f ~ ~. Then (N, CI) is a computable d ductive system, l f f ~ 99l then 
(N, CI) is deterministic; f f ~ YE then (N, C1) is symmetric. 
Proof. We have already remarked that (N, Cf> satisfies D1-D5. Consider D6, D7. 
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D6. It is sufficient to prove that the predicate x ~ CI(Dz) is partial recursive--this 
is obvious. 
D7. We have to show that the predicate CI(Dw) = D z is decidable. 
Let Bn = 0~=of (Ow). Then 
B,~+~ =f(B, , )  t.)/3o " (13) 
We deduce that 
(En)(Bn\D~ # Z) v (En)(f(Bn) C_ Bn C_ D~). (14) 
For suppose that the first conjunct is false. Then (n)(Bn _C D~). But as D~ is finite and 
B~ _C B~+ 1 for all n there exists a number n o such that B% =- B%+m for all m, and 
B,0 _C D~. But by (13), f (B,~ C_C_ B,,o+~ = B,o . Thus.f(B%) C_ B% C_ D, . 
Now define a function h by 
h(w, z) = (Izn)(B,\D~ r Z .v . f (B, )  _C B,  __C D,). 
By (14), h is defined for all w, z. h is clearly recursive. 
To decide CI(Dw ) = D~ first compute h(w, z) (=n o , say). Then by (14) we have 
B.0\D~ # z .~.f(B. o) C B.0 C D~. 
If Bno\D~ # ~g then x e B%\Dz for some x. As CI(D~) = On~__o B~ , x e Cf(D~) and 
x r D~. Hence CI(D~ ) # D~. But if Bno\D ~ = ~ then f (B%) C_ B% C_ Dz. Now as 
f(Bno ) = B,o, CI(Dw ) = B%. Hence if there exists a number in D, not in B,o, 
then CI(Dw) # D~ . Otherwise CI(Dw) = D~ . 
Hence Ct(D~ ) = D~ is decidable. This completes the proof that <N, CI> is 
computable. 
Next suppose that fc  ~1~. Let x, y c C1z. Then there exist f-derivations (w o ,..., Wn>, 
(Wo',..., w,n') such that w o = %' = z, wn = x and win' = y. Now as fE  ~R, f(u) 
contains at most one member and so if s, t of(u) then s = t. Suppose n >~ m. As 
w o = %', then w~ = w{ for i ~< m. Thus <w ....... , wn) is an f-derivation of wn (=x) 
from wm( =w,,' = y), i.e., x c C1y. Likewise if n <~ m, y ~ C1x. Thus D8 holds, and 
so (N, Cf) is deterministic. 
Finally suppose fc  ~. Then f =f -1 .  Suppose x c C1y. Then y e CFlx = Clx. 
Thus D9 holds and (N, Cs) is symmetric. 
The proof of Lemma 3 is now complete. | 
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(3) Associated with each 
problems of the sets 
~bq 
~[f](wo) 
~[f-1](wo), 
r 
function f : N ---> P(N) and number w o are the membership 
= {w; (Eye  Cfw)( f (y)  = ~)}, 
= {(u, ~,); v ~ G") ,  
Csgo 0 , 
= {(u, v); Gu n Gv ~ ~}, 
= {w; Gw n G~o g: ~}.  
These are the halting problem, (general)-derivability (or word) problem, special- 
derivability problem, inverse-derivability problem, and general- and special-confluence 
problems, respectively. Other sets could of course be defined, but we are particularly 
interested in those problems (above) which have already been considered in the 
literature--see [3, 4], for instance. 
4. IDENTIFICATION OF CYLINDRICAL AND NONSIMPLE PROBLEMS 
The task undertaken i  this section is to determine which of those problems listed 
above are cylinders and nonsimple sets for system functions in the classes 6, ~J~, ~. 
We shall prove 
THEOREM 4. (la) For any f ~ 6,  w o ~ N the sets ~[f], ~3[f], ~3[f](w0) , ~[f-1](Wo) 
and ~[f]  are recursively enumerable and nonsimple. 
(lb) For any f ~ ~ t3 ~., w o ~ N, the set ~[f](w0) is recursively enumerable and 
nonsimple. 
(2a) For any f~gX,  woEN,  the sets .~[f], ~)[f], ~[f-1](Wo), ~[f], r 
are either finite, cofinite or cylinders. 
(2b) For any f~ ~, w o ~ N the sets ~3[f], ~[f](w0), ~[f-x](Wo), e l f ] ,  r 
are either finite, cofinite or cylinders. 
Except for the special-confluence problem for functions in ~ -- (9J~ k) ~), all the 
problems considered here are nonsimple. This special case will be examined elsewhere. 
Also, except for the special-derivability problem, all the above problems for machine 
functions are cylinders; this special case will be considered when we examine the 
possibilities of noncylindrical problems. For Thue-functions the only problem we 
failed to mention was the halting problem. But this is trivial. For from the definition of 
Thue-functions it follows that w ~ ~[f]  if and only if f (w) = ~. As f is recursive 
.~[f] is decidable. 
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The main idea in the proof of Theorem 4 is to employ Lemma 3 in order to pass from 
a system function f to the corresponding deductive system (N, C:) and then to use 
Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 4. (la) Let fE  6.  By Lemma 3, (N, C:) is a computable 
deductive system. 
(i) Halting problem. 
From the definition of ~[ f ]  
w e .~[f ]  <:~ (Ey E C:w)(f(y) = ~).  (15) 
As f i s  a system function the predicate '~f(y) = ~"  is recursive. Hence by Theorem 1 
.~[f] is recursively enumerable and nonsimple. 
(ii) General-derivability problem. 
We use a recursive function j which maps N • N one-one onto N, and recursive 
functions k, l such that j(k(x), l(x)) = x for all x. A new system function F 1 can then 
be constructed such that 
(x, y)  j(x, y)  [Fd. (16) 
From (16) and (la-i) it follows that ~[ f ]  is recursively enumerable and nonsimple. 
Define *f by 
i {(x, y)} if = 0 
*f(x,y) ~- {f(x) • {y} if (fi)y ~ x.&. y6f(x).&.f(x) :# 0 
if (7 )ye f (x ) .v .y -=x  
and putFl(X) = *f(k(x), l(x)). It is easily seen that& e 6 .  
To prove (16) first suppose that (x, y) e ~D[f]. Then y ~ C:x. Hence there exists an 
f-derivation (Y0 ,.-., Y,,) ofy from x (so 2:o = x, y,, = y) which can be supposed to be 
of minimum length n, say. 
I f  n = 0 then x = y. By the definition o f& ,  G(x, y) = ~.  Asj(x, y) e Cr, j(x, y), 
thenj(x, y) e .~[F1]. 
But suppose n > 0. Then 
I{(Yr+I,Y)} if r <n- -  1 
*f(Yr ,Y) (17) if r=n- -1 .  
For let r < n -- 1. Then y~ 4= y as n is the minimum length of derivation. Also 
y~f(y~); otherwise (Y0 .... , y~,y}  would be a derivation of y from x of length 
r q- 1 < n. Further, as y~+~ ef(y~), f(y,) ~ ~g. Thus *f(y,, y) is evaluated via (/8). 
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Hence *f(y~, y)) =f(y~) • {y} = {(Y~+I, Y)). Now let r = n -- 1. Theny~ = y~_l 
y~ = y. A1soy ef(y~_x). Thus by (9/), *f(y,~_~, y) = ~. Hence (17) holds. 
From (17) we havej(y~_l, y) ~ Cej(x,  y) and Fl(j(y,~_l, y) = ~. We have there- 
fore proved that 
(x, y) e ~[ f ]  ~ j(x, y) e ~[Fd. (18) 
To prove the converse we first show that 
z e Cv,x :*. l(x) =- l(z) .&. k(z) e C,k(x). (19) 
From the definition of *f 
~u = x.&. v = y if f (x)  = ;g 
(u, v) e *f(x, y)  ~ ~u ef (x)  .&. v = y if f (x )  =/= ;g, 
and so 
(u, v) e *f (x, y) => v ---- y .&. u e ( ix .  (20) 
Equation (19) follows from (20) by induction on the length o f f  1 derivation of z from x. 
Now suppose that j(x, y )e  .~[F1]. Then for some pair (x', y'), 
j(x', y') e Cvlj(x, y) .&. Fl(j(x' , y')) = ~.  
By (19), x'e ( Ix  .&.y' = y. And from the definition of F 1 , y' ~f(x')  .v .y '  = y, so 
that y' e Clx'. Hence y = y' ~ ( Ix.  We have therefore proved that 
j(x, y) e ~[Fa] => (x, y) e ~[f] .  (21) 
Equations (18), (21) imply (16). 
(iii) General-confluence problem. 
From the definition of g[f]  
(Wl, w=) e Ig[f] ~ (Ex 1 e Gwl)(Ex= e Clw=)(x = *s). 
Theorem 1 can be applied immediately to show that g[f]  is recursively enumerable 
and nonsimple. 
(iv) Inverse-derivability problem. 
DefineF~(z) = {x; (x, w0) e i f (z ,  w0) }, where *fis the function defined in (ii). Then 
F~ e ~, and following the analysis of ~[f] ,  
x e ~[.f-1](Wo) -r (x, Wo) e ~[f ]  -~ x e 5[Fd. (22) 
Then by (i), ~3[f-q(w0) is recursively enumerable and nonsimple. 
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(v) Special-derivability problem. 
As in (iv), but using . ( f - l )  instead of *f. 
(lb) The special-confluence problems for machine functions and Thue-functions 
are always either cylinders, finite or cofinite (see below) and are therefore nonsimple, 
recursively enumerable sets. 
(2) To identify the cylindrical problems we use the above definitions of the function 
F~ and then show that <AT, CF~> satisfies condition (2) of Theorem 1. 
(2a) SupposefegJ/. By Lemma 3 we can assume D8. 
(i) Halting problem. 
We show that 
C1(.%f]) __C .%f]. (23) 
Suppose that x ~ C1(.%f]). Then x ~ C1w for some zo e .%f]. So there exists 
a y e Cfeo such that f (y )  = ~. By D8, either x e C1y or y e C1x. As f (y )  = ~,  
C1y = {y}. Thus either x = y or y e C1x; in either case y e C1x. As f (y )  = ;3, 
x e53[f]. This proves (23), which is condition (2) of Theorem (1). By (15) and 
Theorem 1 we conclude that .%f] is either finite, cofinite or a cylinder. 
(ii) General-derivability problem. 
f e ~ff/. Asf(x) contains at most one member the function F1 defined above is also a 
machine function. By (16) and (2a-i), ~[f ]  is either a cylinder, finite or cofinite. 
(iii) Inverse-derivability problem. 
As f~  ~ff/, F~, defined above, is also in ~lX. By (22) and (2a-i) ~[f-1](w0) is either 
finite, cofinite or a cylinder. 
(iv) General-confluence problem. 
We have only to show that condition (2) of Theorem 1 holds when f~ ~//, i.e., 
(wl , we) e ft.[f] .&. Yl e Clw 1 .&. Y2 ~ Cfw~. ~ (Yl, Y2) ~ ~[f]. (24) 
Suppose (wl, we) ~ E[f], Yl ~ C1wl, and y~ ~ C1w 2 . Then there exists a number u in 
Clw 1 n C1w 2 . By D9 we have 
U e C1y I . v .y  I e Clu :&: u E C1Y2 .v.y2 e C1u. 
Case (a): u ~ C1y 1 .&. u ~ Cry e . Then (3'1 ,Y~) e ~[f]- 
Case (/3): u e Cly 1.&. y2 e Cfu. Then y2 e Cly 1. But Y2 e CsY 2 . Hence 
e r  
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Case (~): Yl E C1u .&. u ~ C1y ~ . As in (/~), (Yl, Y2) ~ ~[f] .  
Case (3): Yx e C1u .&.Y2 E Csu. By D9, Yl ~ CIY~ or yze  C1y 1 . In either case 
(Ya, Y2) ~ ~[f] .  From cases (c0-(3), (Yl, Y~) ~ ~[f] .  This completes the proof of (25) 
and so by Theorem 1 ~[f ]  is either finite, cofinite or a cylinder. 
(v) Special-confluence problem. 
Associated with a machine function f is a recursive digraph (see [1]) G(f) .  Then 
~[f](wo) is exactly the connected component of G(f )  containing %.  This was proved 
to be either a cylinder or recursive by Lacombe [1, footnote 4]. 
(2b) Let f ~ ~. By Lemma 3 we can assume D9 from which we deduce 
i f[f]  = ~3[f], 
(25) 
~[f](Wo) = ~3[f](Wo) =- ~3[f-1](Wo). 
For if (x, y) e ~[ f ]  then for some z, z ~ Csx and z c C1y. By D9 y e Cjz  C. C1x. Hence 
(x, y) ~ ~3[f]. Theny  e Cfx. By D9, x ~ C1y. But also x ~ C1x, hence C~x n Cry ~ ~ , 
i.e., (x, y )E  {~[f]. Thus ~[ f ]  = ~3[f], hence ~[f](w0) =- ~3[f](wo). And as f = f - l ,  
~[f-1](wo) = ~3[f](w0). 
By (25) we need only consider two problems: ~[f] ,  ~3[f-1](wo). Now 
(Wl, W~) C (~[f] -r (Ex 1 E CIwl)(Ex ~ ~ CIw~)(x I = x2), 
w~ s ~[ f -q (~o)  ~ (Exa ~ C~w3(x~ = ~) .  
Then by Corollary 2, ~[f] ,  ~[f-1](Wo) are both finite, cofinite or cylinders. 
The proof of Theorem 4 is now complete. I 
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